Guide to Use of the Cross Runway
1. Car parking is allowed in all areas. However, if you park to the west of the
pedestrian gate (optional area in map) then you will have to move your car if
flying moves to the cross runway. If the cross runway is in use, do not park in
this area.
2. The pits can be used all along the fence line and the end of the cabin.
However, if you use the 5 stations at the west end of the pits (optional area in
map) then you will have to move your models if flying moves to the cross
runway. If the cross runway is in use, do not use the 5 pits stations in this
area.
3. When the main runway is in use, there must be no flying over the helicopter
circle.
4. The first person to arrive at the field takes the judgment of which runway
should be in use and sets up accordingly.
5. If the wind changes during a flying session and there is a need to change
runways, this shall be done based on common sense and the agreement of
all present as everyone has to move to the new runway.
6. If you have parked or set your models up at the west end and flying needs to
change to the cross runway then you must move your car and pits location.
7. The helicopter circle is only for set-up activities or prolonged hovering practice
but only when the main runway is in use. The helicopter circle must not be
used when the cross runway is in use. It is suggested that small to medium
size helicopters can be flown safely out away from the circle but not larger
helicopters.
8. If you are using the helicopter circle and flying needs to change from the main
runway to the cross runway then you must move to the cross runway.
9. When the cross runway is in use, fixed wing pilots must let helicopter fliers
have slots to fly from the runway as the helicopter circle cannot be used.
10. Pilots of larger rotary machines requiring a larger area for forward flight
manoeuvres are encouraged to fly singly from the main runways, when
appropriate, with the agreement of other pilots. Fixed wing pilots must let
helicopter fliers have these slots to fly from the runway.
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